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ABSTRACT 
A new characterization of spherical completeness of non-archimedean valued fields is obtained. 
INTRODUCTION 
Throughout I16 denotes a non-archimedean valued field which is complete 
under the metric induced by the non-trivial valuation 1 I. ll6 is said to be spheri- 
cally complete [2] if the intersection of every shrinking sequence of balls in 06 is 
non-empty. Clearly spherical completeness implies completeness; the converse 
fails, cf. also [2]. From Ingleton’s main result of [2] it follows that for a Knormed 
space E, i.e. a non-archimedean ormed space over Dd, the Hahn-Banach theo- 
rem concerning the extension of linear functionals over E is true iff Dd is spheri- 
cally complete. This partially explains the importance of the spherical com- 
pleteness in non-archimedean functional analysis. Another characterizations of 
spherical completeness of K can be found in [5], Theorem 4.15. 
Developing some ideas of [3] to the non-archimedean case we prove the fol- 
lowing. 
Theorem. The following conditions on Q6 are equivalent. 
(i) K is spherically complete. 
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(ii) For every locally convex space (1~s) (E, ) I- over K the$nest locally convex 
topology on E compatible with r (the Mackey topology) exists. 
(iii) The completion of a dual-separating K-normed space is dual-separating. 
(iv) Every closed subspace of a dual-separating K-normed space is weakly 
closed. 
Notations. For the basic notions and the properties concerning Its over H we 
refer to [5] and [7]. A locally convex (l.c.) topology y on a lcs (E, T) is called 
compatible with r, if r and y have the same continuous linear functionals on E; 
(E, 7)* = (E, y)*. (E, 7) is dual-separating if (E, 7)* separates points of E. If G is 
a vector subspace of (E, T), 7 1 G and T/G denote the topology r restricted to G 
and the quotient topology of the quotient space E/G, respectively. If a is a finer 
l.c. topology on E/G, we denote by 29 := r V a the weakest l.c. topology on E such 
that r < r9, r9/G = Q, 6 1 G = T 1 G, cf. e.g. [l]. The sets U n q-‘(V) compose a O- 
basis for 6, where U, V run over O-bases for r and cy, respectively, q : E A E/G 
is the quotient map. By sup{r, y} we denote the weakest l.c. topology on E which 
is finer than r and y. 
Proof of Theorem. In [7] Van Tie1 showed that for a lcs E over spherically 
complete 06 the Mackey topology exists. This shows (i) + (ii). Since for a K- 
normed space with 06 as above, the Hahn-Banach Theorem holds, the implica- 
tions (i) + (iii) and (i) + (iv) are also true. Now we prove (ii) + (i), (iii) + (i) 
and (iv) + (i). 
(ii) + (i): Assume that ll6 is not spherically complete and consider the space 
1 O3 of K-valued bounded sequences endowed with the K-normed topology T 
generated by the non-archimedean norm ]]x]] = sup, 1~~1, x = (xn) E 1”. Let f 
be a non-zero linear functional on 1” withf(x) = 0 for all x E CO (= the space of 
all K-valued null-sequences). Set E := I”, F := CO. Define a linear functional on 
E/F by h(q(x)) =f(x). Let a! be the quotient topology of E/F. Since 
(EIF,o)* = (01, [51, Th eorem 4.15, F is dense in the weak topology o(E, F). 
There exists on E/F a K-normed topology ,0 such that (E/F, a) and (E/F, p) are 
isomorphic and h is sup{a, @}-continuous, cf. [4], Theorem 3.4: Indeed, choose 
x0 E E/F with x0 # 0, h(xo) = 2 and define a linear map T : E/F + E/F by 
T(x) = x - h( x x0, x E E/F. Then T2 = id. Define p := T(a) (= the image ) 
topology). Set y := a(E, F) V a, yo := a(E, F) V ,b. Then (as easily seen) y, yo are 
compatible with 7. Assume that E admits the finest l.c. topology ‘p compatible 
with r. Then a(E, F) I sup{y, ye} < cp. Since sup{y, yo}/F = sup{a, p}, the 
functional f is sup{y, yo}-continuous. On the other hand f is not a(E, F)-con- 
tinuous (hence not T-continuous), a contradiction. 
(iii) + (i): Assume that K is not spherically complete. By the Baire category 
argument we find a dense subspace G of E with dim(E/G) = dim(E/F), where E 
and F are as above: Let {x,}, E r be a Hamel basis of E and ( Pn) a partition of r 
such that U,” 1 r, = r and cardr,, = cardr, n E N. If G, := lin{x, : Q E 
l_ly= i ri}, n E N, then (by the Baire category theorem) there exists no E N such 
that G,O is dense in E. Now we can find a subspace G of E containing G,O with 
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dim(E/G) = dim(E/F). Let CY. be a K-normed topology on E/G such that 
(E/G, a) is isomorphic to (E/F, T/F). Then y := r V a is compatible with 7 and 
strictly finer than 7. Let EO be the completion of the dual-separating K-normed 
space (E, y). Choose x E EO \ E. There exists a sequence (x,,) in E and y E E such 
that x, + x in EO and x,, -+ y in (E, 7). Then f(x - y) = 0 for all f E E,’ but 
x - y # 0. This contradiction completes the proof. 
(iv) + (i): Assume that K is not spherically complete. The space G obtained 
in the case ‘(iii) + (i)’ is closed in (E,y) and dense in (E,o(E, E*)), where 
E’ := (E, y)*. 
Remark. In [6] Schikhof introduced certain classes of polar lcs E, under the 
name polarly barrelled and polarly bornological, over non-spherically complete 
fields K for which the finest polar topology compatible with the initial one of E 
exists, cf. [6], Corollary 7.9. 
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